
Attn: Planning Board Commissioners 

        Santa Clarita City Hall 

        23920 Valencia Blvd  #120 

        Santa Clarita, CA  91355 

 

RE:  Sand Canyon Resort 

 

Dear Commissioners,  

 

In anticipation of the meeting to be held on November 17th regarding the proposed 

Sand Canyon Resort project, I am corresponding with each of you to voice my strong 

support for this project. 

 

I have been a resident of the Robinson Ranch community for almost 14 years and a  

member of the Robinson Ranch HOA Board for more than 8 years and the President 

for the last 5 years.  I am corresponding as a resident and citizen. 

 

I strongly believe that the proposed hotel and resort will add a whole new positive dimension to  

Canyon Country and the city of Santa Clarita.  I have reviewed the plans in detail with Mr. Kim 

and am impressed with his his commitment, vision and enthusiasm for the project. 

 

During my time as a resident of the community, I have closely observed what Steve Kim has 

done 

to salvage and restore the former Robinson Ranch Country Club after buying it over 4 years ago. 

In so doing, he greatly preserved the value of many homes in the Sand Canyon community.  He 

has 

been a very good neighbor to the Robinson Ranch community by being very responsive and 

supportive 

of any of our requests for cooperation or improvements.  

 

I am frankly at a loss as to why the Stop SCCC group is spreading so much misinformation and  

propaganda to derail this project.  This is an investment that should serve the city, the neighbors 

and  

the surrounding area very well.  

 

I would be happy to discuss this matter with you in more detail.  Until then, I urge your 

expedited  

approval of this project. 

 

Best regards, 

 

John C. Hoffman 

14916 Live Oak Spgs Cyn Rd 

Santa Clarita, CA  91387 

johnchoffman@yahoo.com 

310-261-9531 

mailto:johnchoffman@yahoo.com

